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Multistroke drawing occurs frequently in conceptual design sketches; however, it is almost unsupported by the current sketch-
based user interfaces. We proposed a sketch recognition system based on the multistroke primitive grouping method. Based on
grouping the strokes that lie within themutual boundaries between adjacent regions, we create line drawings from online freehand
axonometric sketches of mechanical models. First, closed regions and their boundary bands of the sketch were extracted.,en, the
strokes that cross the boundary bands of two or more closed regions are segmented, and the strokes that lie within the intersection
of two adjacent boundary bands are grouped. Finally, grouped strokes are simplified into a new single stroke and then fitted as a
geometric primitive; thus, the input sketches are recognized to the line drawings. We developed a prototype of the sketch
recognition system to evaluate the proposed method. ,e results showed that the input sketches are simplified into the accurate
line drawings efficiently. ,e proposed method can be applied to both multistroke overtracing and nonovertracing sketches.

1. Introduction

Conceptual design is an early phase of the design process in
which freehand sketching is used to capture and commu-
nicate ideas quickly.,ese sketches are expected to be drawn
using a computer-aided design (CAD) tool to improve their
utilization later in the detailed design phase. However,
current CAD tools are not well suited for drawing freehand
sketches; thus, the conceptual sketches would have to be
manually transformed into 3Dmodels. In recent years, many
researches on sketch-based interfaces for modelling (SBIM)
have been extensively carried out to extend CAD technol-
ogies to support the complete design process. Sketch-based
modelling generally starts with axonometric drawings, that
is, a kind of stereoscopic graph made by 2D lines. SBIM
systems may obtain sketches drawn with pencil on paper or
digital tools, namely, offline or online sketches, respectively.
In online sketching, the locations of vertices, corners, and
edges of the model can be determined while the stroke is
being drawn [1]. Unlike offline sketching, stroke points are
unordered and blended. ,erefore, current researches
mainly focus on online sketching technology [2].

Converting rough freehand sketches into clean line
drawings is a crucial step in the development of both online
and offline sketch-based modelling [3]. Primitive-based
methods are commonly used to convert online freehand
sketches to clean line drawings, which involve sketch seg-
mentation [4, 5], stroke grouping [6, 7], primitive fitting
[8, 9], and endpoint fusion and sketch beautification [10].

Multistroke sketches are commonly found during the
sketch design stage when the designers tend to use several
overlapped or disconnected strokes to draw a longer curve.
Sometimes, additional strokes are drawn over the completed
sketches to correct them.,e interpretation of such sketches
requires the grouping of strokes that form a single curve. A
sketch-based interface for modelling should support mul-
tistroke sketching to provide designers with greater freedom.
Although recognition of intended shapes from many dis-
continuous, overtraced, or unordered strokes can be intu-
itively achieved by human vision, it continues to be a
challenge for computer vision. Multistroke sketching ability
is one of the main challenges in online sketch recognition.

Stroke grouping is a critical step in both online sketch
recognition and artistic sketch simplification, and it has
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attracted many researchers’ attention over the past few years.
Gestalt psychologists [11] introduced the laws of perceptual
organization to explain the way people make sense of visual
scenes, which include proximity, similarity, closure, con-
tinuation, and common fate.,e work of Liu et al. [12] is the
first attempt to use the law of closure for sketch simplifi-
cation by grouping strokes that lie in the same region
boundary. Sketches in different drawing domains may
contain different line types; for example, technical drawings
are usually composed of geometric primitives (straight lines
and circular arcs), while fashion design sketches and cartoon
images are commonly composed of freeform splines.
,erefore, strokes could be grouped together by utilizing
domain-specific knowledge.

In this paper, we proposed a multistroke primitive
grouping method based on mutual boundaries of adjacent
regions formed by strokes to convert online axonometric
sketches of mechanical models into clean line drawings.
First, closed regions formed by input strokes with their
boundary bands were obtained. Input strokes across two or
more closed regions were splitted. ,en, strokes that lied in
mutual boundaries of two adjacent regions were clustered
and simplified into single strokes. Finally, adjacent strokes
that form an effective edge of the model were merged and
fitted into a geometric. An online freehand sketch recog-
nition system for multistroke sketches (FSR-MG) is devel-
oped to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed method. ,e
work presented in this paper forms a foundation for future
research on geometrical reconstruction.

Our main contribution is a novel algorithm that uses
mutual boundaries of adjacent regions to group strokes in
online multistroke axonometric sketches of mechanical
models. ,e advantages of the proposed method are given as
follows: (1) More strokes are grouped simultaneously
compared to the existing methods that merely group two
strokes iteratively. (2) It does not limit the overlapping ratio
between strokes and works well for both multiple over-
tracing sketches and nonovertracing sketches. (3) It does not
limit the geometric types of the grouped strokes, thus
providing users with greater drawing freedom and pro-
ducing a highly robust sketching system.

,e rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section
2, we review the related work. Section 3 gives the overview
and the details of the proposed method. Section 4 reports the
implementation of the proposed method and discusses its
merits and limitations. Finally, Section 5 concludes this
article.

2. Related Work

Sketch-based interfaces are emerging as a way to release
users from a maze of menus, toolbars, and many compli-
cated commands [13]. Many research studies have investi-
gated the use of sketch-based interfaces, but strict
restrictions on the drawing manner do not allow users to
sketch naturally. Most of the recognizers assume that any
primitive shapes are drawn with a single stroke [14, 15].
However, there are many instances in which users choose to
draw a shape with more than one stroke [16].

,ere are a few sketch-based reconstruction systems that
support overtracing and multistroke. Some sketch-based
systems like 3D Sketch [17] and ILoveSketch [18] approx-
imated overlapping strokes as a core curve, but there was no
prescription offered about how to group overlapping
strokes. SMARTPAPER [19] simplified sketches composed
of straight line segments by replacing strokes sharing similar
slopes and close endpoints with an average straight line
segment. Ku et al. [6] and our previous research [7] used a
similar procedure that classified input strokes into 2D
geometric primitives first and then grouped strokes based on
their fitted features. Consequently, geometric primitives
drawn with different stroke types cannot be clustered, which
is a common event in the users’ design sketches. Moreover,
the curve grouping method [6] may result in overgrouping
cases because curves would be grouped together if there was
an overlap of the bounding boxes of strokes.

Many research studies have focused on the simplification
of overtraced lines in artistic vector, where lines are clustered
based on their degree of proximity, shape similarity, con-
tinuity, or directional consistency. Barla et al. [20] used
proximity as the main constraint to group overtraced
strokes. ,e method is based on an “Ɛ-line” that contains a
user-specified width to define the strokes to be grouped.
However, the “Ɛ-line” cannot fold onto itself; hence, it is not
applicable for folding or self-intersecting curves. Pusch et al.
[21] used hierarchical space partitioning to divide strokes
into locally orientable segments and fitted a B-spline curve
that passes through these segments. ,e method is suitable
for nonintersecting curves. Shesh and Chen [22] merged
strokes according to their proximity, color, local gradient,
and the extent of overlap. ,eir overlapping concept might
be inadequate because of the lack of overlap between the
contour curves. Chien et al. [23] used a low-pass filter to
assign a weight to every stroke, moved the strokes to the
position of the higher weight, and paired strokes based on
the endpoints’ position and their tangent value. However,
the method cannot simplify the strokes locally.

Some line drawing simplification methods used the
regions formed by strokes as guidance for stroke clustering.
Liu et al. [12] made the first attempt to incorporate the law of
closure into the semantic analysis of sketches. Based on the
notion of regions formed by strokes, the method combines
stroke grouping with region interpretation and the proposed
iterative cyclic refinement approach and solves the problem
of the mutual influence of regions and strokes. However, it
fails to explicitly handle the closed strokes. Liu et al. [24]
simplified a vector sketch by simplifying its geometric
structure, which is extracted from the input vector graph and
consists of various geometric primitives like nodes, curves,
and patches. ,e method extracts regions from sketch by
nodes of interacting curves rather than from raster images.

Some studies used machine learning algorithms to
simplify line drawings. Orbay and Kara [25] proposed a
trainable stroke clustering method that learns the rules for
stroke grouping from the users’ sketches. ,e method can
handle self-intersecting and bifurcating curves that are
difficult to distinguish using a purely local analysis. Ogawa
et al. [26] proposed a machine learning approach that can be
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trained without the use of manual annotations.,e difficulty
in the application of machine learning is the acquisition of
training samples.

Most of the artistic line simplification methods men-
tioned above cannot directly solve long tortuous strokes
because they were designed to calculate the geometric re-
lationships between short, smooth strokes. In addition, the
stroke segmentation process will break the strokes’ raw
information, such as closure and geometric types, while the
stroke clustering process might fail to restore such original
information. ,erefore, they are not fully applicable to
multistroke primitive grouping in mechanical drawings
where the contour lines are mainly made up of regular
curves.

Many approaches have been proposed to extract sim-
plified drawings from scanned pencil sketches [1, 27–36].
Kara et al. [28] proposed a sketch recognizer that allows
overtracing symbol input, but it relies entirely on the symbol
libraries where the sketch is examined in pixels; hence, no
work has been done on the interpretation of individual
strokes. Sezgin and Davis [27] applied moving least squares
to move a circular window along the overtraced strokes of
non-self-intersecting polylines, obtaining several small
segments before linking to form a single line. Chansri and
Koomsap [1] created line drawings from paper-based
overtracing freehand sketches by image processing tech-
niques such as dilation and thinning. Bartolo et al. [29, 30]
described approaches based on Gabor and Kalman filtering
to convert rough strokes into vectorized representations.
Simo Serra et al. [32, 33] proposed approaches based on
Convolutional Neural Networks to directly simplify rough
raster sketches, using their dataset for large-scale learning of
sketch simplification. Favreau et al. [31] proposed the first
vectorization algorithm that explicitly balances the fidelity of
the input bitmap with the simplicity of the output, as
measured by the number of curves and their degree. Chen
et al. [34] proposed an improved topology extraction ap-
proach for vectorization of sketches. It has been proven to be
efficient and robust, but high-level understanding of the line
drawing was needed. Parakkat et al. [35] used the Delaunay
triangulation to group adjacent strokes; the method can
handle discontinuous and broken curves. Donati et al. [36]
used Pearson’s multiresolution cross correlation application
to extract lines form noisy hand-drawn sketches and then
used an unbiased thinning algorithm to obtain clean 1-pixel
lines. ,ese approaches build directly upon the overtraced
strokes for line drawing creation because they are blended
together “for free” as the user draws [37].

3. Freehand Sketch Recognition System for
Multistroke Sketches

In hand-drawn axonometric drawings of mechanical
models, edges and profile outlines are represented by a
cluster of strokes. ,e edge is the mutual boundary between
two adjacent faces and the profile outline is the mutual
boundary between visible and invisible regions of a curved
surface.

We focus on online freehand axonometric projections of
mechanical models with hidden lines. We assume that the
hidden lines are drawn with solid lines. ,is kind of
drawings has two important characteristics: (1) the edges
and profile outlines are mostly composed of line segments or
curves, and (2) the boundary projections of two adjacent
regions mostly contain only one geometric primitive, such as
line segments, polylines, and conic curves. For example, the
axonometric drawing shown in Figure 1 has 5 closed regions,
and region 6 is the background area. In Figure 1, the arc
segments AG, CD (upper arc), and AB are the mutual
boundaries of the adjacent regions (1, 2), (2, 3), and (1, 6),
respectively. ,ese three segments are circular arcs in 3D
space but are projected as ellipse arcs in axonometric
drawing. We call these intersection points as branch points,
which could be the intersection of two edge lines, two profile
outlines, or an edge line and a profile outline. For example,
points A to G shown in Figure 1 are branch points.
,erefore, the mutual boundaries of two adjacent regions
end at two corresponding branch points.

3.1. General Idea. ,e general idea of the proposed multi-
stroke primitive grouping method based on mutual
boundaries between adjacent regions is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. We assume that all valid closed regions (Figure 2(b))
of the sketch (Figure 2(a)) are extracted. First, input strokes
are segmented into shorter strokes at the branch points.
Next, strokes inside the same mutual boundaries of two
adjacent regions are grouped, as shown in different colors in
Figure 2(c). ,en, grouped strokes are simplified into single
strokes (Figure 2(d)). Finally, adjacent strokes that form a
single primitive are combined to a new stroke (Figure 2(e))
and are fitted into a parameterized primitive to get a 2D line
drawing. We adopted the trapped-ball method [38] to ex-
tract the closed regions of sketches and used the fuzzy
classification method to fit single strokes to geometric
primitives, as proposed in our previous work [39].

3.2. Multistroke Grouping. ,e input of our online multi-
stroke sketch recognition system is a set of digital strokes
drawn by the user through a tablet stylus or a mouse. A
stroke is defined as a time-ordered sequence of 2D points
that are sampled along the trajectory of the stylus. ,e
flowchart of our system is presented in Figure 3. ,e
common regional boundaries based multistroke grouping
method consists of six procedures as follows. ,e former
steps are depicted in detail in sections 3.2.1–3.2.4:

(1) Closed regions of the sketches are extracted by using
the trapped-ball method. ,en the mathematical
morphology operations, such as dilation and ero-
sion, are used to obtain a ring-shaped boundary band
for each region.

(2) All cross-regional strokes are segmented into shorter
strokes at two adjacent branch points and a copy of
the original transregional strokes is saved before
segmentation.
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Figure 2: General idea of the multistroke grouping method based on common boundaries of regions: (a) input sketch; (b) sketch regions;
(c) stroke segmentation and grouping; (d) multiple strokes simplification; (e) adjacent strokes combination; (f ) single-stroke fitting.
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Figure 1: A sample of axonometric drawing.
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(3) ,e strokes that lie in the intersection area of the
boundary bands of two adjacent regions are grouped
together.

(4) Grouped multiple strokes are simplified into single
strokes.

(5) ,e adjacent strokes that form a single primitive are
combined as new single strokes. At this point, a
single stroke sketch is obtained.

(6) Each single stroke is fitted to a geometric primitive
using our previous fuzzy classification method [39].

3.2.1. Region Boundary Bands Extraction. ,e commonly
used flood-fill method might cause a leaking problem when
the sketch has large interstroke gaps. We adopt the trapped-
ball region segmentation method [38] to extract the regions
of multistroke sketches. ,e method is a leak-proof region
extraction to process images with discontinuous edges. We
manually adjust the maximal trapped-ball radius (from 4 to
8 pixels) until the optimal closed regions of the sketch are
extracted.

A region boundary band is a toroidal zone around the
outside boundary of a closed region or the overall outline of
the entire sketch, as shown in Figure 4. Given a closed region
from the original sketch image, two morphology operations,
dilation and erosion, are performed by using a circular
structure element. ,en the region boundary band is ob-
tained by subtracting the eroded region from the dilated
region. ,e width of the boundary band of a region or the
whole sketch lr is positively correlated to the scale of the
region, as shown in the following equation:

lr � α
���
mr

√
, (1)

where α is an experienced coefficient, set to 1.2 and 0.95 for
the boundary bands of the closed regions and the whole
sketch. ,e parameter mr is the length of the short semiaxis
radius of the region’s minimum enclosing ellipse.,e region

boundary band is represented by its constituent pixels in the
common regional boundaries based multistroke grouping
method, namely, B � pj � (xj, yj) .

3.2.2. Cross-Regional Strokes Segmentation. A cross-regional
stroke is defined as a stroke that is partially within any region
boundary band, as shown in Figure 5. It is divided into
multiple stroke segments, where each of them is mostly
located inside the common boundary of two adjacent re-
gions and between two adjacent branch points. If more than
90% of the sampling points of a stroke are inside the
boundary band of a region R, then the stroke is thought to
belong to that region; otherwise, the stroke needs to be
segmented further. An original input stroke is saved in a
predefined linked strokes list Scj  before splitting, which is
used to merge adjacent strokes to avoid losing joint infor-
mation of the original input strokes.

Given an original input stroke list S � pi � (xi,

yi, ti); 0≤ i< n, and a region boundary band or a whole
sketch boundary band B � pj � (xj, yj); 0≤ j<m, where
n is the number of the sampling points of S. ,e method that
segments the stroke S according to the region boundary
band B is as follows.

(i) Step 1. Count the number of sampling points of S
that lie in the region boundary band B, and denote
it as nf .

(ii) Step 2. Calculate the ratio of nf and n; if nf /n≤ 0.9,
proceed to Step 7.

(iii) Step 3. In turn, judge whether the point pi in S is
inside the region boundary band B; and remove the
successive sampling points that are all inside (or not
inside) the region boundary band B from S to
establish a new stroke; thus, S is divided into several
stroke segments.

(iv) Step 4. Mark the first point of each segment as well
as the last point of S as “initial split points” and save
them in the point list sik , as shown in Figure 5(a).

(v) Step 5. Along the drawing direction of S, some
initial split points indicate the trajectory in which S
starts entering or leaving the boundary band B, and
they are called entry points or exit points, re-
spectively, such as si2 and si3 in Figure 5(a) sep-
arately. Assume that lr is the width of B; along the
stroke direction, we move the entry points forward
lr/2 pixels and move the exit points back lr/2 pixels
to obtain real split points, which are saved in a point
list srk , as shown in Figure 5(b).

(vi) Step 6. Divide S into several shorter strokes at the
real split points srk.

(vii) Step 7. ,e end.

3.2.3. Stroke Grouping. When a stroke is mostly inside the
boundary bands of two adjacent regions simultaneously, it is
considered to belong to the common boundary of the two
regions. Particularly, if a stroke is mostly inside the
boundary bands of three or more regions at the same time,

Adjacent strokes
combination

Output: line
drawing

Input: multistroke
sketch

Multistroke
simplification

Cross-regional
strokes segmentation

Stroke grouping based on
regional common boundaries

Single-stroke
fitting

Region boundary
bands extraction

Figure 3: Flowchart of line drawing creation from multistroke
freehand sketching in FSR-MG system.
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then it is assigned to the common boundary of every two
regions. ,e common boundary of the regions i and j is
denoted by B (i, j).

,e stroke grouping process is illustrated in Figure 6.
Stroke S1 (shown in red) is mostly inside the boundary bands
of region 2 and region 4 simultaneously, so it is assigned to
the common boundary of region 1 and region 4, denoted by
the relationship S1 ∈ B 2, 4{ }. Stroke S2 (shown in green) is

short and is located in the boundary bands of regions 1, 2, 3,
and 4 simultaneously, so it is assigned to multiple regional
common boundaries; that is, S2 ∈ B 1, 2{ }&B 1, 3{ }&B 1, 4{ }&
B 2, 3{ }&B 2, 4{ }&B 3, 4{ }. Invalid common regional bound-
aries, like B 1, 2{ } and B 3, 4{ }, are removed if the length of the
perimeter of the bounding boxes of the strokes inside them is
smaller than the width of their constituent region boundary
bands.
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Figure 5: Cross-regional strokes and their split points. (a) Initial split points. (b) Real split points.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Region boundary bands for (a) a closed region and (b) the entire sketch.
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3.2.4. Multistroke Simplification. A bottom-up greedy al-
gorithm is adopted to simplify grouped strokes into single
strokes.,e possible configurations of two strokes are shown
in Figure 7. Two overtraced or disconnected stroke pairs are
iteratively simplified into a new stroke until no new strokes
can be created. We calculate the overtracing ratio of two
overtraced strokes based on stroke tolerance zone, which is
defined as a region around a stroke and is formed by
equidistant curves, as shown in Figure 8(a). In Figure 8(b), a
stroke tolerance zone is formed by a set of rectangles and
circles built according to the polygonal approximate points
of the stroke, shown as small blue circles, which are obtained
using the split and merge algorithm of polygonal approxi-
mation [40]. ,e overtracing ratio of two strokes is defined
as the percentage of the sample points of the smallest stroke
which are located inside the tolerance zone of the largest one.
As shown in Figure 8(c), the smallest stroke is that whose
perimeter of the bounding box is shorter. ,e percentage of
points that fall in a stroke tolerance zone is calculated by
computing the number of points located inside the con-
tinuant rectangles and circles of the stroke tolerance zone.
,e width w of the stroke tolerance zone depends on the
scale of the stroke, as shown in the following equation:

w �
2

3
�
c

√
+ 2b

, (2)

where c and b are the perimeter of the bounding box and the
width of the stroke, respectively.We set the value of b to 5 pixels.

During the simplification process, two strokes with a
higher overtracing ratio are merged first. If the overtracing
ratio of two strokes is close to 0 (zero), then the distances
among their endpoints pair are further calculated.

Two nonovertraced strokes S1 and S2, which have close
endpoints, are combined if the minimum distance between
their endpoints is smaller than 20 pixels: (1) adjust two

strokes in the same drawing direction, as shown in
Figure 9(a), where the closest endpoints are the first point of
S1 and the last point of S2; (2) link the list of sampling points
of S1 and S2 end to end.

,e simplification process of two overtraced strokes S1
and S2 is illustrated in Figure 10. First, each stroke is splitted
into segments based on the other’s tolerance zone. ,en, the
sampling points of the stroke segments in the overlapping
area are interpolated to create a new stroke segment at the
center line of the overlapping area. Finally, the interpolating
stroke segment is combined with other stoke segments
outside the overlapping area to form a longer stroke.

3.2.5. Adjacent Strokes Combination. After the steps above,
the original input sketch is converted to a nonovertracing
sketch, and each stroke is located between two adjacent
branch points, as shown in Figure 2(d). ,en the adjacent
strokes that form a single primitive are combined to generate
a new single stroke and finally to get a single stroke sketch. If
the distance between their closest endpoints is less than the
given threshold (we set this value to 20), then the two strokes
are considered to be adjacent to each other. Adjacent single
strokes are clustered according to the shapes of the new
stroke generated by combining them and the original input
cross-regional strokes. ,e detailed approach to decide
whether two adjacent strokes S1 and S2 should be combined
is described as follows.

(i) Step 1. Link the sampling points of S1 and S2 end to
end and generate a longer stroke SN.

(ii) Step 2. Recognize the geometric type of SN by using
the fuzzy classification method [39]. If SN is a line
segment or a conic curve, proceed to Step 4.

(iii) Step 3. Traverse the original input cross-regional
strokes list Scj  and calculate the overtracing ratio
of Scj with S1 and S2, respectively. If there is an
original cross-regional stroke overtraced with both
S1 and S2 and the overtracing ratios are both smaller
than a threshold (we set this value to be 0.8), then
proceed to Step 4.

(iv) Step 4. S1 and S2 can be combined together, and
replace them with SN.

(v) Step 5. ,e end.

4. Experiment Results

4.1. Results. We implemented the common regional
boundaries based multistroke recognition system using the
Visual C++ programming language on a computer with a
Windows 7 operating system.,e input device can be amouse
or a tablet stylus. To validate the effectiveness of our method,
the multistroke sketch recognition system is evaluated against
various multistroke axonometric sketches, such as those
shown in Figures 11–16. We executed the entire experiments
on a 3.5GHz computer with 10GB of RAM. Currently, the
closed regions and the region boundary bands of the sketch are
extracted using MATLAB and they are manually inputted to
the multistroke sketch recognition system.

S2

S1

1

2

3

4

Figure 6: Assignment of strokes to common regional boundaries.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Possible structures of two strokes: (a) nonovertracing continuous strokes, (b) partly overtraced strokes, (c) fully overtraced
strokes, and (d) nonovertracing disconnected strokes.

(a) (b)

Smax

Smin
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Figure 8: Tolerance zone of strokes and overtracing ratio computation between two strokes.
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S2

(a)

S1
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S2
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S1
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Figure 9: ,e relative direction of two nonovertraced strokes with close endpoints.

S1
S2

Figure 10: Simplification of two overtraced strokes.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 11: Axonometric sketch consists of line segments with hidden parts drawn in solid lines. (a) Input. (b) Closed regions. (c) Region
boundary bands. (d) Stroke grouping. (e)Multistroke simplification. (f ) Final results. (g) Ku et al. [6]. (h) Our previousmultistroke grouping
method [7].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 12: Axonometric sketch consists of line segments and polylines with hidden parts drawn in solid lines. (a) Input. (b) Closed regions.
(c) Region boundary bands. (d) Stroke grouping. (e) Multistroke simplification. (f ) Final results. (g) Ku et al. [6]. (h) Our previous
multistroke grouping method [7].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 13: Axonometric sketch consists of line segments and conic curves with hidden parts drawn in solid lines. (a) Input. (b) Closed
regions. (c) Region boundary bands. (d) Stroke grouping. (e) Multistroke simplification. (f ) Final results. (g) Ku et al. [6]. (h) Our previous
multistroke grouping method [7].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 14: Axonometric sketch consists of line segments and conic curves with hidden parts drawn in dashed lines. (a) Input. (b) Closed
regions. (c) Region boundary bands. (d) Stroke grouping. (e) Multistroke simplification. (f ) Final results. (g) Ku et al. [6]. (h) Our previous
multistroke grouping method [7].
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Figures 11–14 show various multistroke axonometric
sketches with hidden parts drawn in solid lines or dashed
lines. All the sketches contain the overtraced strokes and
nonovertraced strokes, which form a single primitive to-
gether. Each input stroke represents one geometric primitive,
such as a line segment, a polyline, or a conic curve.,e sketch
in Figure 11 only contains line segments, while the sketch in
Figure 12 consists of both line segments and polylines. ,e
sketch in Figure 13 is composed of line segments and conic
curves, and the multiple strokes forming a primitive are of the
same geometric types. ,e sketch in Figure 14 has hidden
lines drawn in dashed lines, which is actually a collection of
disconnected and disordered short strokes.

,e processes of simplifying input sketches into line
drawings of Figures 11–14 are shown in detail as follows: (a)
input sketch, (b) closed regions, (c) region boundary bands,
(d) stroke groups from stroke segmentation and grouping,
(e) single strokes from multiple strokes simplification, and
(g) final results from single stroke fitting.

Moreover, we compared the common regional boundaries
based stroke grouping method to the related grouping method
of Ku et al. [6] and our previous stroke groupingmethod [7], in
which the result is shown in parts (g) and (h) of Figures 11–14.
,e two methods are designed to create line drawings from
multistroke sketches for geometric reconstruction.

,e features of the sketches in Figures 11–14, such as the
number of input strokes, the number of stroke groups, the
total computational time, and the number of the simplified
primitives, of the proposed method and the existing
methods are listed in Table 1.

4.2. Discussions. From Table 1, the number of simplified
primitives of the common regional boundaries based stroke

grouping method is less than the two existing methods in all
cases, which are mainly designed for overtracing sketches.
,e methods in [6, 7] grouped line segments based on
endpoints location and slopes, so they can group non-
overtraced line segments. ,e method [6] only deals with
multistroke line segments and overtraced curves, while the
method in [7] can also deal with multistroke polylines. ,e
proposedmethod produced the same stroke grouping results
as the methods in [6, 7] in Figure 11 and also produced the
same stroke grouping results as [7] in Figure 12.

,e differences between ourmethod and the two existing
stroke grouping methods [6, 7] mainly lie in the grouping
results of different stroke types. As shown in Figures 14(g)
and 14(h), the method in [6] cannot group overtraced
strokes of different geometric types (shown in orange) or
multiple nonovertracing strokes that form a longer line
(shown in orange). Our previous method [7] groups short
strokes that are drawn over consecutive periods of time and
recognises them into longer curves, so it performed better
than the method in [6] on grouping of short nonovertracing
strokes (shown in yellow). As shown in Figures 13(g) and
13(h) and Figures 14(g) and 14(h), bothmethods in [6, 7] fail
to group overtraced strokes of different geometric types
(shown in orange). However, as shown in Figures 13(e) and
14(e), the proposed method groups short strokes that
formed a longer line of other geometric types and overtraced
strokes of different geometric types successfully, because it
treats proximal strokes as a whole regardless of their geo-
metric types, thus providing the users with a higher degree of
freedom and creating a highly robust sketching system.
Moreover, compared with the existing methods that itera-
tively group two strokes based on the local geometric
properties, our method groups strokes at a higher level and
more strokes can be grouped together at once.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15: Erroneous results caused by stroke recognition method. (a) Input. (b) Simplified strokes. (c) Final results.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16: Axonometric sketch without hidden lines. (a) Input. (b) Simplified strokes. (c) Final results.
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4.3. Limitations. ,e proposed method partly depends on
the results of the single-stroke recognition [39], which
might cause wrong results in some cases. For example, as
shown in Figure 15, the input multistroke sketch is sim-
plified into a single-stroke sketch accurately, but some
strokes are not recognized correctly by the single-stroke
recognition method.

,e proposed method is applicable to axonometric
sketches with hidden parts drawn in solid lines. However,
axonometric sketches in engineering domains sometimes do
not contain hidden lines. As shown in Figure 16, the pro-
posed method produces erroneous results on an axono-
metric sketch without hidden lines. For such drawings, the
stroke segmentation process is required before the stroke
fitting process. We plan to continue the research in this field
for the near future.

According to Table 1, we can see that the proposed
approach took about 1minute to vectorize an input sketch.
We observed that the running time of the proposed method
highly depends on the size and complexity of the input
sketches and the number of their closed regions. ,erefore,
the proposed method may not be suitable for interactive
applications or as a repeated component of a larger process.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a stroke groupingmethod based on
common boundaries between adjacent regions to create line
drawings from online multistroke axonometric sketches of
mechanical models. ,e method consists of five parts,
namely, (1) region boundary band extraction, (2) cross-
regional stroke segmentation, (3) stroke grouping based on
common regional boundaries, (4) multistroke simplifica-
tion, and (5) adjacent strokes combination. ,e proposed
method does not limit the overlapping ratio and the geo-
metric types of grouped strokes. It can handle both multiple
overtracing and nonovertracing sketches. However, cur-
rently, it only considers stroke grouping of the axonometric
sketches with hidden lines. For the axonometric sketches
without hidden lines, the complex strokes that represent the
common boundaries of two adjacent regions need to be
further segmented into single primitives. We will study and
address these limitations in future work.
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